The question of parity conservation in P decays and in hyperon and meson decays is examined. Possible experiments are suggested which might test parity conservation in these interactions. PRESENT Parity nonconservation implies the existence of interactions which mix parities. The strength of such interactions compared to the usual interactions will in general be characterized by 8, so that the mixing will be of the order 5'. The presence of such interactions would affect angular distributions in nuclear reactions. As we shall see, however, the accuracy of these experiments is not good. 
(1) In P-p~' triple correlation experiments one can, by some rather similar but more complicated reasoning, prove that a measurement of the three momenta cannot supply any information on the question of parity conservation in P decay.
In P-y correlation experiments the nature of the polarization of the y ray could provide a test. To be more specific, let us consider the polarization state of 7 rays emitted parallel to the P ray. If parity conservation holds for P decay, the y ray will be unpolarized. On the other hand, if parity conservation is violated in P decay, the y ray will in general be polarized. However, this polarization must be circular in nature and therefore may not lend itself to easy experimental detection.
(The usual ways of measuring polarization through Compton eGect, photoelectric eGect, and photodisintegration of the deuteron are all incapable of detecting circular polarization. This is because circular polarization is specified by an axial vector parallel to the direction of propagation. From the observed momenta in these detection techniques such an axial vector cannot be formed. ) For other directions of y-ray propagation, elliptical polarization will result if parity is not conserved. This effect will thus be more difficult to detect. The above discussions apply also to any other strange particle decay if (1) the particle has a nonvanishing spin and (2) ' Also the interference may accidentally be absent if the relative phase between the two parities in the decay product is 90'. This, however, cannot be the case if time-reversal invariance is preserved in the decay process.
can be applied also to the decays of Z+ and maybe also to E"s+, E"s+and E s~(-=r~).
In the decay processes sr -+tt+ u, tt -+e+u+ u, (6) " R. K. Adair, Phys. Rev. 100, 1540 (1955 . "S.B. Treiman, Phys. Rev. 101, 1216 Rev. 101, (1956 .
"The existence of A&' and A2 of opposite parity may affect these relationships. This is similar to the violation of symmetry (u) discussed in footnote 8. See T. D. I ee and C. ¹Yang, Phys. Rev. (to be published).
starting from a x meson at rest, one could study the distribution of the angle 0 between the p.-meson momentum and the electron momentum, the latter being in the center-of-mass system of the p, meson. If parity is conserved in neither (5) nor (6), the distribution will not in general be identical for 0 and x -0. To understand this, consider 6rst the orientation of the muon spin. If (5) violates parity conservation, the muon would be in general polarized in its direction of motion, In the subsequent decay (6), the angular distribution problem with respect to 0 is therefore closely similar to the angular distribution problem of P rays from oriented nuclei, which we have discussed before. is the case, it should be pointed out, there must exist two kinds of protons ptr and pr" the right-handed one and the left-handed one. Furthermore, at the present time the protons in the laboratory must be predominantly of one kind in order to produce the supposedly observed asymmetry, and also to give rise to the observed Fermi-Dirac statistical character of the proton. This means that the free oscillation period between them must be longer than the age of the universe. They could therefore both be regarded as stable particles. Furthermore, the numbers of ps and pr, must be separately conserved. However, the interaction between them is not necessarily weak. For example, pt4 and pt, could interact with the same electromagnetic field and perhaps the same pion field. They could then be separately pair-produced, giving rise to interesting observational possibilities.
In such a picture the supposedly observed right-andleft asymmetry is therefore ascribed not to a basic noninvariance under inversion, but to a cosmologically local preponderance of, say, pt4 over pz"a situation not unlike that of the preponderance of the positive proton over the negative. Speculations along these lines are extremely interesting, but are quite beyond the scope of this note. +(4' o'V4V A ) (CW'V4VA"+CvV'V4VoVsk. ) + ', (P"tV4oi "f ) . +Cr'4""v«i oval')+ (4'~'v4v. vs ) X( -C P'v v,v tP. -C 'P.tv v,4') +(4~'V4V4-)(C~k'V4VsA+C~V'V4'), (A.1) where oi,"= --, 'i(ViV"-V"Vq) and Vs 
